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Introduction
The United States is approaching a strategic pivot in its struggle against jihadist terror groups. It
appears increasingly likely that ISIS will be militarily defeated, even if the precise timing remains
uncertain. 1 The core of ISIS’s self-declared caliphate in Iraq and Syria will be destroyed; the group will
no longer exert control over significant territory or population in those countries. ISIS will go down
fighting, of course, and do enormous amounts of harm in its death throes. Yet given the formidable
international forces—anchored by the U.S. military—arrayed against it, and the organization’s
increasingly desperate military situation, it seems highly probable that ISIS’s days are numbered.
Defeating ISIS militarily, however, will not bring decisive victory in America’s broader conflict with
jihadist terrorism. The United States has been waging that struggle for decades; it has been fighting the
post-9/11 Global War on Terror (GWOT) for more than 15 years. This conflict will persist even after
ISIS has passed from the scene. Some of ISIS’s “provinces” in countries such as Libya or Egypt may
endure; the threat posed by al Qaeda and its various affiliate organizations will remain. More broadly,
so long as the root causes of jihadist ideology persist throughout much of the greater Middle East and
beyond, so too will the threat itself. Indeed, the fact that the United States has now confronted multiple
iterations of the GWOT over the past 15 years—first against core al Qaeda (AQ), then against the AQ
affiliates, and now against ISIS—warns against expecting lasting victory in that conflict anytime soon.
The end of intense hostilities against ISIS may merely mark the beginning of a new stage in the debate
on what strategy will best protect America in the age of terror.
So, what political-military strategy should America pick? 2 The range of plausible choices is broad and
encompasses four principal options. At one end of the spectrum, Washington could withdraw its
military forces from the greater Middle East in hopes of averting the ideological blowback that is
sometimes alleged to cause or at least exacerbate the terrorist threat. At the other end of the spectrum,
the United States could conduct a “GWOT surge”—a heavy footprint approach comparable to the
political-military approach seen in Iraq and Afghanistan at the height of the post-9/11 conflicts there.
Under this strategy, the United States would conduct decisive military operations against any ISIS- or
al Qaeda-like organizations that might remain or emerge following ISIS’s military defeat, as well as
intensive efforts to go to the source of the problem by fostering political liberalization and effective
governance in the societies from which terrorist threats arise.
In between these extremes are two more moderate strategies. One is a “light-footprint” approach
similar to the Obama administration’s strategy between 2011 and 2014, featuring a reliance on drone
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strikes and other long-reach attacks to hold the most dangerous terrorist organizations at bay. The
other is a more intensive, medium-footprint approach that resembles—and perhaps somewhat
exceeds—the culmination of the Obama administration’s post-2014 efforts to defeat ISIS. 3 This
strategy combines aggressive air campaigns, special operations forces raids, advise-and-assist
operations, and even deployment of modest numbers of ground combat forces as part of a continuing
effort not just to contain the most dangerous terror groups, but to roll them back and defeat them
militarily.
Each of these strategies rests on an internal logic—a theory of the case—about what causes jihadist
terrorism, how much the United States can reasonably expect to accomplish in countering that threat,
and what level of cost and risk the country ought to accept along the way. Unpacking the logic of these
various approaches, and more systematically assessing their strengths and weaknesses, is essential to
charting America’s strategic course in the years ahead.
Unfortunately, there is no clearly dominant GWOT strategy. In theory, the options at the far ends of
the spectrum—disengagement on the one hand and GWOT surge on the other—could markedly reduce
the terrorist danger. In practice, however, both strategies are unlikely to deliver on their ambitious
promises. Disengagement is unlikely to ease the sources of jihadist anger at the United States
sufficiently to offset the security vulnerabilities and other geopolitical costs that military withdrawal
from the Middle East would cause. GWOT surge, for its part, will probably not actually bring about
military victory and political transformation of the greater Middle East—at least at a cost that most
Americans would find acceptable. Both strategies are thus likely to fail in very damaging ways—aside
from being politically infeasible in the current domestic climate. The two moderate options, by
contrast, are more acceptable politically and pose less risk of catastrophic failure. But they entail
potent drawbacks and limitations of their own, and they are likely—even in the best-case scenarios—to
leave the United States in a protracted, ongoing conflict with jihadist groups for many years to come.
Ultimately, choosing a strategy involves selecting the least-bad option. And the least-bad of America’s
strategic options today is a medium-footprint option building on the counter-ISIS campaign that has
been waged since 2014. If employed consistently and aggressively, this option holds some promise of
rolling back powerful terrorist organizations militarily and thus keeping the threat at a manageable
level, without incurring unacceptable resource costs or military risks in the process. But even this
approach is rife with dilemmas, and there should be no illusions that it will deliver conclusive victory in
a conflict that may very well endure for many years to come.

The Enduring Global War on Terror
Fifteen years after 9/11, the United States faces a cruel paradox in the global war on terror. On the one
hand, the U.S. national security apparatus has become quite adept at eliminating terrorists, frustrating
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their operations, and disrupting their organizations. Washington has developed financial sanctions and
other tools used to constrict terrorist finances; it has built or expanded sophisticated counterterrorism
intelligence capabilities. It has invested in homeland security and law enforcement measures that have
made the United States a harder target; it has secured unprecedented international diplomatic
cooperation in combating the terrorist threat. Not least of all, the United States has developed,
improved, and aggressively utilized formidable military and paramilitary capabilities, from special
operations forces (SOF) to drone strikes and beyond, that have taken a severe toll on numerous
extremist groups. 4 Over the past decade and a half, Washington has thus honed a full suite of tools for
thwarting terrorist attacks and inflicting great harm on extremist organizations—and it has used those
tools to good effect, in dealing with enemies from “core” AQ in the years after 9/11 to ISIS today.
On the other hand, this prowess has not brought America decisive strategic success. For no sooner has
Washington achieved military victory over one terrorist group than another—more vicious and lethal
than the last—takes its place. Consider the history of the GWOT to date. In what might be termed
GWOT 1.0, the United States gravely wounded core AQ in Afghanistan in 2001–2002 and the years
thereafter, only to be confronted by the rise of al Qaeda in Iraq (AQI), al Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP), and other potent affiliates in the years that followed (GWOT 2.0). The United
States eventually gained the upper hand in dealing with the worst of those groups (AQI), only to see the
struggle against the affiliates superseded by GWOT 3.0—the war against ISIS, which represents the
most violent, ideologically extreme, and militarily capable terrorist organization yet. As observers such
as Seth Jones have noted, every wave of military success in the GWOT thus seems to be followed by a
reverse wave of terrorist resurgence. 5 Whether this “whack-a-mole” quality of the GWOT owes to
policy mistakes or the intractable nature of the problem remains hotly debated. Yet the basic dilemma
is inescapable—even as the United States improves its counterterrorism capabilities, enduring strategic
victory remains elusive.
This dilemma again looms large as Washington and its international partners gradually move toward
the endgame of the counter-ISIS campaign. Nearly three years after that campaign started, two things
seem clear. First, the U.S.-led coalition will defeat ISIS militarily, in the sense that it will destroy the
core caliphate in Iraq and Syria, and thereby put an end to ISIS’s pretensions to hold significant
territory and exert meaningful governance in those countries. As of early 2017, ISIS had already lost
control of key population centers and territorial strongholds from Fallujah in Iraq to Manbij in Syria;
coalition operations aimed at retaking Mosul and Raqqa—the central hubs of its power in Iraq and
Syria—were underway. ISIS had also suffered an estimated 45,000 deaths at the hands of the U.S. led
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coalition through the late summer of 2016; it had seen its revenue significantly constricted by airstrikes
and other methods; flows of foreign fighters into Iraq and Syria had been reduced dramatically. 6
As a result of all this, ISIS’s combat proficiency, organizational cohesion, and morale have all declined
markedly from their peaks in 2014–2015, and the group’s leaders have conceded publicly that the
“caliphate” might be lost. 7 Of course, ISIS is still capable of fiercely defending its remaining territories
in Iraq and Syria, as the slow progress of the coalition assault on Mosul in late 2016 and early 2017
demonstrated. And as major external attacks against cities from Paris to Brussels to Orlando in 2015–
2016 showed, ISIS remains capable of directing or inspiring deadly terrorist assaults abroad. But
barring some dramatic and unexpected turn of events, the defeat of ISIS in its current form
increasingly appears to be simply a matter of time.
Second, however, ISIS’s defeat will not bring the broader GWOT to an end. The defeat of the ISIS core
will not necessarily destroy the provinces in countries as diverse as Nigeria, Libya, Egypt, and
Afghanistan. It will not remove the danger that ISIS fighters may form a new insurgency to continue
the fight even after the caliphate is destroyed. Nor will the defeat of ISIS remove the threat posed by
AQ affiliates such as al Shabaab in Somalia, AQAP in Yemen, Jabhat al Nusra in Syria, or other groups
capable of carrying out major attacks. Additionally, the fact that the greater Middle East is riven by
ongoing conflict and instability, and that it continues to generate toxic ideological radicalism, means
that the broader danger of jihadist extremism is unlikely to disappear. The United States may therefore
soon find itself confronted with a successor to ISIS—whether in Iraq and Syria or elsewhere—and a
GWOT 4.0; it will probably remain in what Director of National Intelligence James Clapper called “a
perpetual state of suppression” vis-à-vis extremist organizations. 8 And, finally, even if the organization
(or organizations) that take center stage in GWOT 4.0 are not as formidable as was ISIS at its height,
the lingering aftershocks of GWOT 3.0—particularly the problem of foreign fighters who gained
experience in Syria before returning to their countries of origin—means that Western homelands may
face some irreducible minimum threat of lone-wolf, wolf-pack, and copy-cat terrorist attacks such as
those spawned by ISIS in San Bernardino, Paris, Istanbul, and numerous other places. 9
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Soon, therefore, the United States will face another strategic pivot in that conflict. America has faced
such turning points before; the first came in 2002 after the initial success of the U.S. military campaign
in Afghanistan allowed American officials to consider the “next phase” of the GWOT. Fatefully, the
Bush Administration chose to focus on state sponsors of terrorism and the terrorism–weapons of mass
destruction nexus, leading the administration to invade Iraq. 10 In 2011–2012, the Obama
administration reached another strategic pivot with the killing of Obama bin Laden, and the
culmination of the decade-long counterterrorism campaign against core AQ. Just as fatefully, it
withdrew from Iraq and down-shifted to a light-footprint counterterrorism strategy—decisions that
facilitated the rise of ISIS and the revival of the terrorist threat. 11
As ISIS is defeated, Washington will again confront difficult decisions about how to proceed. The good
news is that operational success against ISIS will provide room for choice—there are four broad
political-military strategies that America might pursue. The bad news is although each of these
strategies has virtues, each also has significant drawbacks.

Declare Victory and Come Home: Military Disengagement
At one end of the strategic spectrum, defeating ISIS could create an opportunity to make a radical
break with the past 15 years of GWOT. The United States could exploit the defeat of that organization
to choose a strategy favored by dovish critics ever since the initial reprisals against al Qaeda and the
Taliban in Afghanistan gave way to a lengthy occupation: military disengagement from the greater
Middle East. 12
Disengagement would roughly approximate a return to U.S. counterterrorism policy of the 1990s and
even earlier. The defining feature would be a dramatically reduced military footprint in the Middle East
and Afghanistan, with essentially no combat troops beyond the bare minimum required to protect U.S.
embassies. Kinetic strikes against terrorist organizations would also markedly decrease. Those
operations would largely be limited to punitive strikes in response to successful terrorist attacks, such
as the cruise missile attacks against AQ following its bombings of U.S. embassies in Africa in 1998. A
very small number of preemptive attacks might also be conducted, but only against truly imminent
threats to U.S. personnel or vital interests, and only via drones or other over-the-horizon assets.
Furthermore, Washington would eschew the sort of major security force assistance missions
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undertaken in Iraq and Afghanistan, in which it essentially sought to build capable counterterrorism
partners from the ground up. Even the more modest, counterterrorism focused military assistance
relationships with other countries in the region, such as the Gulf countries and Egypt, might be scaled
back. 13
Disengagement thus means military minimalism, and seeking to protect the United States primarily
through non-military means. The United States would combat terrorism at home through a focus on
intelligence, law enforcement, and homeland security measures, although it would likely shift away
from the rhetoric of a “war on terror” and the most invasive domestic restrictions enacted after 9/11—
NSA domestic surveillance programs, for instance. It would also maintain an active diplomatic posture
abroad, focused on intelligence sharing and other counterterrorism cooperation. Finally,
disengagement might involve some small-scale humanitarian and development assistance to Middle
Eastern countries, but it would not entertain any ambitions of remaking the region’s political or
economic climate. Put simply, disengagement would take America off a war footing, and seek to make
it—as Jeane Kirkpatrick once wrote in another context—“a normal country in a normal time.” 14
Disengagement flows from a simple diagnosis: U.S. military involvement cannot fix the problem of
terrorism. Quite the contrary, U.S. military involvement in the Muslim world exacerbates terrorism,
making it a far greater threat than it might otherwise be. U.S. meddling sustains repressive regimes; it
enrages Muslims who resent foreign military presence; it sows violent anger at the uses and misuses of
American power. According to scholars such as Robert Pape, U.S. policy thereby generates blowback in
the form of terrorism, and efforts to fight terrorism using the military simply create more terrorists
than they kill. 15 Even indirect military intervention—through robust security force assistance—is likely
to fail, because it activates many of these same antibodies, and because Washington cannot create
capable partners in divided societies that lack enduring political stability. As one advocate of a form of
disengagement argues, “A military presence in the Middle East does not by itself have positive value for
the United States—and can prove counterproductive, as reactions to American boots on the ground,
with the violent consequences that have sometimes ensued, have demonstrated.” 16
Advocates of disengagement thus argue that pulling back is essential to minimizing the terrorist threat.
At the very least, disengagement would remove tempting targets such as U.S. military forces from the
terrorists’ backyard—and indeed, terrorist groups have killed and wounded many times more U.S.
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military personnel deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan than they have killed or wounded U.S. civilians
outside of combat zones since 9/11. 17 More optimistically, it might prevent the United States from
becoming the target of militant Islamists who would no longer have such fierce grievances against U.S.
policy. Most optimistically of all, with less U.S. meddling, local societies might be empowered to
address the sociopolitical and ideological roots of terrorism—something that only they can do.
Disengagement therefore promises big gains through minimalist means. The United States can achieve
significantly greater security, retrenchers claim, if only it leaves well enough alone. 18
Crucially, disengagement does not necessarily claim that military retrenchment would put an end to all
terrorist attacks against the United States. But it does posit that whatever significantly reduced
terrorist threat remains can best be handled not by revenge but by resilience—in other words, by
learning to live with the infrequent, low-grade attack rather than lashing out and making the threat
worse. Doing less achieves more, according to the logic of disengagement, and whatever threat remains
is tolerable. 19
In practice, there are some compelling advantages of this approach. Disengagement offers the warweary portion of the public a respite from continuous fighting, and a return to some semblance of
normalcy. In the short run, it would certainly be the cheapest option of the four considered here. The
United States incurred $1.6 trillion in operational and related expenditures in Iraq and Afghanistan
since between 2001 and 2014; this approach would obviate the need for such expenditures in the
future. 20 Crucially, disengagement would also deprive extremist groups of one powerful propaganda
point—“U.S. occupation of the holy land”—and it would mitigate the undeniable blowback that can
occur when U.S. military operations kill innocents or otherwise antagonize local populations. Finally,
disengagement would significantly reduce the near-term vulnerability of U.S. military forces to attack,
simply by getting them out of harm’s way, and remove the danger that more aggressive
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counterterrorism operations might lead to open-ended quagmires—as happened, advocates of
disengagement would argue, in Iraq and Afghanistan after 9/11. 21
Yet disengagement also has significant—and probably fatal—weaknesses. It would deprive extremists
of one propaganda point only to grant them another, the one that Osama bin Laden originally sought
to make via 9/11—that America is not the strong horse, and that it will flee, not fight, when bloodied.
Given the role that Washington has long played as regional stabilizer in the Middle East,
disengagement could also cause power vacuums in the region and foster increased instability—perhaps
enough to threaten important countries and partners such as Saudi Arabia or Jordan. Moreover, by
attenuating robust military-to-military relationships with many Middle Eastern countries,
disengagement might undercut U.S. regional influence reaching well beyond counterterrorism. The
military protection and security assistance that the United States has historically offered Saudi Arabia,
for instance, has traditionally been one part of a multifaceted relationship encompassing economics
and other issues; rolling back U.S. military posture might endanger those aspects of the relationship, as
well. As Daniel Byman has thus written, military withdrawal from the Middle East “would likely have
mixed results on the threat of terrorism, some of which are difficult to predict with certainty and a few
of which could prove exceptionally dangerous.” 22
Finally, and most crucially, disengagement may fail to significantly reduce the threat. U.S. military
presence is undoubtedly one cause of jihadist hostility toward America, but there are many others. In
2010, for instance, al Qaeda spokesman Adam Gadahn included America’s support—“both moral and
material”—for Israel, its non-military support to Arab regimes such as Egypt and Saudi Arabia, its
cultural influence in the Middle East, and other issues as justifications for striking U.S. targets. 23 Other
issues—including America’s liberal values and its overall importance as a global leader—also seem to
figure in jihadist hostility. 24 And even if hostility did assuage some anti-U.S. radicalism emanating
from the greater Middle East, it would also constrain American officials from striking emerging
dangers before they fully matured—as happened, with catastrophic effect, prior to 9/11, when
Washington failed to disrupt the metastasizing danger represented by bin Laden and al Qaeda. 25 In
sum, disengagement might not fully remove America from the extremists’ crosshairs, but it certainly
would compromise America’s ability to fight back and disrupt emerging threats. America might find
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that it had traded reduced short-term risks to U.S. military personnel abroad, for substantially greater
long-term risks to the U.S. homeland and American citizens overseas.
If this happened, the other purported benefits of disengagement would become illusory. Although
disengagement aims to restore a climate of normalcy, the United States might need harsher domestic
security measures to grapple with a persistent or increased terrorist threat. And from a political
perspective, leaders who had gambled that disengagement would reduce the danger and the American
public would tolerate the occasional lone-wolf attack would face severe political blowback if a less
aggressive counterterrorism posture contributed to a mass-casualty calamity. 26 Given that Americans
consistently rank the threat from terrorism as one of their top concerns, this danger seems particularly
salient. 27
In the long run, then, the costs of the failure of this strategy could be formidable, as was the case when,
post-9/11, the United States finally had to pay the bill for failing to address the threat from al Qaeda in
the 1990s. In this regard, disengagement suffers from some of the same debilities that make its sister
grand strategy, offshore balancing, an exceedingly risky bet. 28
These drawbacks are why U.S. officials are unlikely to choose disengagement. Indeed, although the
Obama administration showed some intellectual attraction to the idea after the killing of bin Laden in
2011, it eventually decided that the strategy was not viable on political or policy grounds. 29
Disengagement amounts to an all-in bet that removing U.S. presence will diminish the problem of
terrorism. If that wager does not pay, the results could be disastrous.

The Limited Liability Option: Light-Footprint
Defeating ISIS might not cause U.S. officials to revert to the counterterrorism posture of the 1990s and
even before. A second option—call it light-footprint—would only take U.S. posture back to where it was
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circa 2011–2014, after bin Laden’s death allowed the United States to downshift its counterterrorism
efforts but before ISIS emerged as a major threat. 30
The rationale for light-footprint is threefold. First, terrorism is caused by deep-seated socio-political
dynamics within the Muslim world that are not amenable to near or medium-term solution by
outsiders. Second, anti-U.S. terrorism can nonetheless be kept at an acceptably low level provided that
Washington proactively addresses the worst symptoms of this disease—terrorist groups exploiting safe
havens to develop the capacity to launch major attacks on U.S. citizens and the U.S. homeland—and
doing this requires some use of targeted military force. But third, America must also scrupulously
avoid overinvestment in the GWOT; from the perspective of U.S. security interests, the dangers of
blundering into a quagmire or of upsetting the proper balance with other foreign policy objectives are
no less than the dangers posed by terrorism. As President Obama remarked in 2013, “We must define
the nature and scope of this struggle, or else it will define us.” 31
In practice, light-footprint thus centers on what President Obama called “lethal, targeted action”—
sustained, preemptive and preventive military strikes meant to disrupt operational plots and
continually degrade the most dangerous terrorist organizations. At the same time, however, the United
States would conduct such operations almost exclusively through long-reach or limited-liability forms
of military action such as drone strikes, other standoff attacks, and periodic SOF missions. It would
assiduously avoid any missions that might expose U.S. troops to the sustained danger of attack, or that
would require a moderate-to-heavy footprint of U.S. combat forces. “Our efforts,” Obama explained,
“must be measured against the history of putting American troops in distant lands among hostile
populations.” 32
To be sure, boots on the ground might well be needed to contain the most lethal terrorist
organizations—AQAP in Yemen or al Shabaab in Somalia. Yet Washington would insist that local
governments provide those forces, empowering them through long-distance strike, logistical support,
advisory capabilities, and other enabling assets that America is uniquely equipped to provide. In all
cases, U.S. officials would expect local partners to bear the heaviest share of the load in combating
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extremist organizations located on their territory, and American policy would resist the free riding that
arises when U.S. forces take on too much heavy lifting. 33
Looking beyond the military sphere, light-footprint might also include some modest efforts to promote
long-term political and economic reform and pursue countering violent extremism (CVE) programs
aimed at Muslim populations. But given resource limitations and the inherent difficulty of the task,
there would be no expectation that the United States would uproot the socio-political and ideological
causes of jihadist terrorism on any foreseeable timeframe. The light footprint would also maintain
most post-9/11 homeland security programs, but—on the same principle that overreaction is as
dangerous as under-reaction—it would permit recalibration of the most invasive measures, such as
domestic surveillance.
Fundamentally, light-footprint would thus be about managing, rather than eliminating, a real but
limited threat through cost-effective means. And this approach has advantages. As terrorism analysts
have noted, light-footprint leverages America’s most unique military capabilities—particularly longrange strike—to keep terrorist organizations off balance and focused on surviving rather than
attacking, while also mitigating the danger of overreach that comes with more aggressive strategies. 34
It limits the ideological and security blowback caused by heavy-footprint interventions abroad, and
avoids overhyping the threat and stoking alarmist impulses at home. 35 A threat that takes far fewer
American lives than domestic gun violence, heart disease, or highway accidents must be kept in
perspective, and light-footprint aims to maintain that perspective. 36
Finally, although light-footprint is not as cheap in the short run as disengagement, it is more affordable
than the other two strategies considered here. Costs associated with heavy-footprint interventions
would be avoided; operational expenses would constitute a mere sliver of the Pentagon’s annual
budget. 37 The light-footprint would thereby address a frequent criticism of post-9/11 policy—that it
consumed disproportionate resources and strategic bandwidth—and create greater capacity to deal
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with problems such as climate change, renewed great power conflict, and shoring up U.S. alliances. 38
These advantages are why many strategic studies experts have advocated something approximating a
light-footprint strategy, and why this approach appealed to President Obama in the post-bin Laden
context.
Yet for all its advantages, light-footprint is no silver bullet. The strategy requires working through
flawed local partners who may pursue their objectives by doing unsavory and even morally repugnant
things. 39 Even in the best-case scenario, moreover, this approach requires enormous strategic patience
and persistence in an effort that promises nothing more than holding the line and averting disaster.
For light-footprint does not aim to destroy powerful terrorist organizations, but merely to contain
them and deny them the breathing space to launch major attacks. The Israelis have likened this
approach to “mowing the grass”—a Sisyphean concept invoking perpetual struggle. 40 As long as this
strategy works well enough to prevent anything more serious than very rare, limited-casualty attacks
on the homeland, the politics of light-footprint could be manageable. As lone-wolf attacks accumulate
or after a mass-casualty attack, however, the domestic audience might well exert intense political
pressure for a more aggressive strategy.
Yet perhaps the biggest risk of light-footprint is precisely what killed off that strategy when the Obama
administration tried to pursue it—the fact that local partners may not actually be able to contain
terrorist groups without more robust U.S. intervention than this approach involves. Between 2003 and
2011, the United States expended enormous sums—over $23 billion in military and police aid—
building up the Iraqi Security Forces (ISF) and Iraqi police as a fairly credible counterterrorism force. 41
But when the United States withdrew all combat forces from Iraq and relied on a tiny advisory
presence after 2011, the ISF quickly lost combat effectiveness and collapsed under modest pressure
from ISIS. 42
Moreover, in the process of this withdrawal, the Obama administration lost much of the diplomatic
and political leverage it retained over the Maliki government in Iraq. As a consequence, it was unable
to prevent Maliki from pursuing ever more sectarian policies that polarized the country and paved the
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way for ISIS’s rise. The result of all this was the rise of a formidable terrorist quasi-caliphate which has
served as a base from which to attract foreign fighters, spew venomous propaganda, and inspire or
direct attacks on multiple continents—and the need for more aggressive U.S. military intervention to
retrieve a situation that bordered on the catastrophic after ISIS conquered Mosul and was threatening
Baghdad and Erbil.
Similarly, the light-footprint approach initially delivered results against AQAP in Yemen, and in 2013–
2014 Obama repeatedly held up this Yemeni model as a successful template for counter-terrorism
strategy. Yet the success did not last long. By 2015, the Yemeni military and the state itself were
disintegrating under pressure from an externally supported Houthi rebellion. The result was to force
the withdrawal of the U.S. military liaison mission (and the abandonment of significant amounts of
military equipment), to disrupt U.S. counterterrorism operations significantly, and to allow AQAP to
carve out an enlarged territorial foothold. That foothold was subsequently rolled back somewhat
following the Saudi- and UAE-led intervention in Yemen, but that operation itself caused significant
destabilization and adverse humanitarian consequences. 43
These examples underscore the fundamental risk of light-footprint—that it is intensive enough to
involve the United States in a long-duration military struggle against extremist groups, but not
intensive enough to truly hold the threat at bay. Light-footprint may thus fail—and in doing so, force
Washington to undertake more aggressive interventions under worse conditions than before. This was
precisely the fate that befell Obama when ISIS emerged, which leads to a third option—counter-ISIS
plus.

Striking the Balance: Counter-ISIS Plus
Counter-ISIS plus is a medium-footprint option: it involves a larger, more aggressive commitment of
military power than the first two options, but is still significantly less aggressive than the fourth. The
lower bound of this option would resemble the level of U.S. effort reached in late 2016 in Obama’s
counter-ISIS campaign, when over 5000 U.S. troops were deployed on the ground in Iraq and Syria,
along with thousands more conducting or facilitating airstrikes or other supporting operations from
elsewhere in the region. The upper bound would be around 15,000–20,000 troops (slightly more than
the initial U.S. commitment to Afghanistan after 9/11), conducting operations in response to specific
threats from the most dangerous and capable jihadist terror groups. This strategy would thus
significantly surpass disengagement and light-footprint in the numbers of troops deployed—and also in
how assertively those troops would operate. 44
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Drone strikes would still feature prominently in U.S. strategy, for instance, but would be integrated
into more aggressive air campaigns utilizing manned ground-attack aircraft, forward air controllers,
and a larger number of attacks against a broader array of targets. Such air campaigns would be
complemented by a steady regimen of SOF and other raids, to target high-level leaders and facilitators,
gain intelligence, directly disrupt enemy operations and planning, and intensify the psychological and
military pressure on terrorist groups. Battalion-sized U.S. forces might also carry out combat
operations to destroy safe havens or training grounds, either independently or in support of local
partner militaries. And related to this point, counter-ISIS plus would feature robust, well-resourced
security force assistance missions, aimed not simply at training and equipping partner forces, but also
at advising, assisting, and accompanying them into battle, and at sustaining their combat effectiveness
even after direct combat operations had concluded. Across these initiatives, flexible rules of
engagement would allow U.S. troops to take the initiative and use their capabilities to maximum
effect. 45
Counter-ISIS plus is also notable for what it does not include. The United States would still refrain
from costly efforts to transform Middle Eastern societies, as was envisioned in the Bush-era “freedom
agenda,” and it would not undertake the prolonged stabilization or counterinsurgency operations that
accompanied that agenda in Iraq and Afghanistan. But America would prod local partners to pursue
political and economic reforms that might lessen the appeal of jihadist ideology, and it would commit
some economic and diplomatic resources to incentivizing those reforms. (Indeed, such efforts
constituted a key aspect of the counter-ISIS campaign in Iraq, even though, as of this writing, they had
enjoyed only very modest success. 46) And in the interim, the United States would seek to achieve
something closer to military rollback and defeat—as opposed to containment or degradation—of
extremist groups, and it would accept the higher casualties and greater political risk inherent in doing
so.
Counter-ISIS plus flows from a similar diagnosis as light-footprint—that terrorism is a product of
political and economic pathologies that America cannot fix on any foreseeable timeframe, and that
there is therefore some irreducible minimum threat of low-grade, lone-wolf attacks. As CIA Director
John Brennan commented in 2015, “The ability [of extremist actors] to cause damage and violence and
kill will be with us for many years to come.” 47 Yet counter-ISIS plus is simultaneously more pessimistic
than light-footprint about what might happen if extremist organizations are allowed to survive, and
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more optimistic about the prospects for dealing them a meaningful military defeat. This approach
holds, for instance, that trying to contain terrorist groups is an invitation to disaster—that if threats are
allowed to fester, and safe havens are established, then the danger of low-grade terrorism will multiply
and the danger of major, mass-casualty external attacks will quickly become too high. 48 Yet this
approach also holds that a more forward-leaning posture can escape some inherent limitations of lightfootprint.
By this logic, providing more significant and enduring support to partner forces can help sustain their
performance over time and avoid scenarios such as the collapse of ISF in 2014. It can also provide
greater leverage to ameliorate behaviors—human rights violations, sectarian abuses—that are
distasteful or strategically counterproductive. Thus, the local forces fighting against ISIS—in Iraq and
Syria alike—have performed better since the United States shifted away from the light-footprint
approach of 2011–2014 and towards a more aggressive approach in late 2014. 49 Moreover, although
Washington should still avoid heavy-footprint deployments that rapidly become politically toxic, it can
nonetheless achieve significant—if less than permanent—military results by destroying terrorists’
organizations, eviscerating their leadership and middle management, killing their foot soldiers, and
denying their safe havens. Hit an opponent hard enough, the thinking goes, and it will take time for
him to recover. Finally, all this can be accomplished through the aggressive use of airpower, advisers,
and SOF, along with intelligence, diplomacy, and other tools. The core premise of this approach, then,
is that the energetic but carefully calibrated use of U.S. power can allow America to successfully take
the fight to the most dangerous extremist organizations at a tolerable price.
So what are the prospects of this strategy? Counter-ISIS plus has a decided advantage over lighterfootprint options, in that it provides more combat punch against terrorist organizations and thereby
decreases the chances that a manageable threat today will evolve into something far worse tomorrow.
This strategy also leverages more of the unique assets that America can bring to bear in conducting
counterterrorism operations, and it exploits the synergies that occur when those capabilities—
airstrikes, SOF raids, robust partnering with local forces—are intertwined in a dynamic campaign. 50
Indeed, the history of the past 15 years suggests that this approach can deliver successful operational
results against even the most powerful terrorist organizations. The initial U.S. intervention in
Afghanistan in 2001–2002 severely disrupted AQ’s leadership, organization, and operations—perhaps
80 percent of its Afghan-based membership was killed—and weakened that group’s military and
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external attack capabilities significantly. 51 Likewise, the U.S.-led campaign against ISIS is taking a
severe toll on that organization today. Finally, this option mitigates some political risk (doing nothing,
doing too little) inherent in more passive options. Ideally, it strikes the balance between too much and
too little.
Yet counter-ISIS plus also has liabilities. The likely resource requirements—perhaps 5000, 10,000, or
even 20,000 troops, perhaps $5 billion, $10 billion, or even $20 billion in annual operational costs—
are neither economically prohibitive nor incompatible with a balanced global strategy for a superpower
that spends nearly $600 billion annually on defense. 52 This is, in fact, a key advantage of this approach.
Yet these requirements are still far in excess of what more passive options entail, especially as costs
accumulate over time. There is also greater risk that a limited boots-on-the-ground presence will
eventually lead to a quagmire or at least to higher than expected casualties—dangers that the Obama
administration emphasized in resisting this approach prior to ISIS’s rise. 53 Moreover, even in the best
case, this approach requires a great deal of time and patience to produce operational success—witness
the slow pace of the counter-ISIS campaign from 2014 onward. And as with the light-footprint, there is
always the possibility that this strategy could prove less effective than predicted—that it might prove
interventionist enough to entangle America in the intractable conflicts of the greater Middle East
without being sufficient to achieve the desired results. The United States indeed knocked al Qaeda
down after 9/11, after all, but the organization eventually got back up, executing major attacks in
Indonesia, Spain, and the United Kingdom between 2003 and 2005, and eventually becoming a major
player again in Afghanistan by 2007–2008. 54
This touches on a final danger—that counter-ISIS plus could last indefinitely. In other words, this
option risks the same “mowing the grass” problem of indefinite conflict that bedevils the light-footprint
approach but at a higher cost. Counter-ISIS plus may, in the right circumstances, produce operational
military victories against terrorist organizations. But if one accepts the thesis that terrorism is rooted
in the socio-political dynamics of many Muslim societies, then those victories may not endure without
transformation of those underlying socio-political dynamics. Such a transformation may not be
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possible absent a substantially increased investment of blood, treasure, and time, which leads to a final
option—GWOT surge.

Going Big: GWOT Surge
If disengagement represents one strategic extreme, GWOT surge represents the other. This option is
the strategic equivalent of shooting the moon. It involves an intensive, medium- to long-term
commitment of military force to the greater Middle East—probably similar to the 150,000–200,000
military personnel deployed in Iraq during the surge in 2007–2008—accompanied by similar
commitments of diplomatic, intelligence, and economic capabilities. Like counter-ISIS plus, this
strategy would aim to destroy the most capable terrorist groups militarily, wherever they arise. Unlike
counter-ISIS plus, however, it would also aim to fundamentally transform the political makeup of the
region. 55
The logic of this strategy is in some ways familiar. Like light-footprint and counter-ISIS plus, it is
premised on the idea that terrorism is a symptom of the deeper disease of socio-political illiberalism in
the Muslim world. But unlike those other options, it holds that the costs of not successfully curing that
disease—as opposed to merely treating its symptoms—are too high. By this logic, socio-political
liberalism causes the festering resentment that motivates terrorist attacks; without transforming these
underlying conditions, new terrorist groups will arise even as existing enemies are vanquished. And
each time the new threat emerges, America risks catastrophic attack. In a world of imperfect
intelligence, the threat of allowing any globally capable terrorist organization to enter the business is
simply too high; the prospect of fighting an indefinite, inconclusive war on terror likewise exposes the
country to unacceptable risk. George W. Bush articulated this logic in 2005: “For as long as whole
regions of the world simmer in resentment and tyranny—prone to ideologies that feed hatred and
excuse murder—violence will gather, and multiply in destructive power, and cross the most defended
borders, and raise a mortal threat.” 56
This diagnosis informs a twofold American response. First, the United States must roll back and
destroy any terrorist organization capable of global reach using all aspects of national power—
including sustained combat operations involving thousands or even tens of thousands of boots on the
ground. Second, the United States must follow up those military operations by uprooting and
transforming the socio-political conditions that breed jihadist violence. The only way assuredly to do
this is to catalyze socio-political liberalization and the construction of effective, responsible governance
in the Islamic world. And the only sure way to catalyze that liberalization and improved governance is
to undertake nation building, democracy promotion, and the major stabilization/counterinsurgency
operations that are likely to go with these endeavors in countries where the United States has
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intervened to defeat terrorist groups. 57 The military defeat of ISIS in Iraq and Syria, for example, would
be followed by a major political-military effort—including significant, sustained U.S. troop
deployments—to create more inclusive and pluralistic governance in those countries. 58 In short, GWOT
surge pairs a commitment to decisive military operations with a commitment to seeking decisive
political outcomes in their wake.
The principal attraction of GWOT surge, of course, is that promises at least the possibility of achieving
enduring strategic victory instead of merely transitory operational successes. In fact, if the diagnosis of
terrorism as being primarily a function of socio-political illiberalism is correct, then GWOT surge is
perhaps the only option that offers a theory of strategic victory as opposed to a theory of damage
limitation. 59 In the meantime, this approach minimizes the strategic risk of letting threats gather, as
well as the political risk of “doing nothing” or “doing too little.” No politician who chooses GWOT surge
will ever be accused of going soft on terror. Additionally, if one accepts the idea that putting more skin
in the game gives the United States greater leverage with local partners, then GWOT surge holds the
most promise of getting indigenous forces to fight well and behave according to accepted norms. 60
Indeed, although the ISF never performed as well as U.S. officials might have desired between 2003
and 2011, its performance—and that of the Iraqi government more broadly—was arguably best from
2007 to 2009, the period at which the U.S. political-military commitment was greatest. 61
Finally, this strategy heeds a key lesson from the U.S. experience in Iraq since 2003. Even if one
believes, as most strategists do, that it was a mistake to invade Iraq, it was just as damaging a mistake
to inadequately resource the occupation, and later to leave the country so quickly and completely,
thereby undercutting the blood-soaked gains that U.S. troops had made by 2011. 62 In other words, a
cycle of halfway measures and premature withdrawals leading to short-lived successes is a recipe for
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long-term failure. It may be better to take a shot at winning decisively and consolidating that victory
decisively, even if it costs much more to do so.
Yet this is the fundamental liability of GWOT surge—the extremely high costs, which must be sustained
over many years to have any potential for success. As the U.S. experience in Iraq and Afghanistan
indicates, it is debatable whether America could marshal the requisite military power, technical skill,
and expertise in foreign cultures to execute such an enormously ambitious strategy effectively even
given ideal political conditions at home. 63 Yet absent some new, 9/11-sized strategic shock, it is highly
doubtful that any presidential administration (or administrations) would have the political staying
power to sustain the required level of expenditures, casualties, and other costs over the medium- and
long-term. The end result could thus be what the United States encountered in Iraq after 2011—
strategic failure, or something very close to it, at a very high cost. Washington might make huge
investments of military and economic resources up front, without an enduring enough commitment to
reap the fruits of success.
Nor is this the sole problem. Putting more skin in the game might not actually incentivize better
partner performance; it could simply incentivize free-riding on American efforts. More seriously still,
this approach risks badly upsetting the overall balance of American grand strategy, by committing
disproportionate resources to counterterrorism to the detriment of addressing other national security
threats. 64 Finally, a strategy that relies on heavy-footprint military interventions could incur the
ideological and security blowback that the light-footprint and particularly military disengagement are
meant to avert. U.S. forces could become magnets for terrorist attacks; the jihadist narrative of a U.S.
“crusade” against the Muslim world would seem to be affirmed. As some U.S. officials have admitted,
such dynamics did manifest in the context of operations in Iraq from 2003 onward. 65 These flaws are
perhaps why no strong contender for the presidency in 2016 advocated anything like GWOT surge—
and why the Trump administration has already explicitly discarded regime change and nation building
as components of its own GWOT strategy. 66

Choosing a Course
So where does this leave America as it contemplates the future of its counterterrorism strategy? The
short answer seems to be, “in a fairly tight spot.” Operational success against ISIS will give America the
luxury of choice as it confronts the next stage of the GWOT. The problem, however, is that there is no
clearly superior GWOT strategy. All of the options considered here have selling points, but all of them
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also have real—and in some cases probably fatal—flaws. The tragedy of America’s war on terror is that
it is a devilishly difficult problem for which there is no obvious strategic answer.
Not having a strategy is the worst choice of all, however, so which strategy represents the least-bad
alternative? The two extreme options—disengagement and GWOT surge—can fairly easily be
eliminated. Disengagement involves wagering everything on a premise—that pulling back will
significantly reduce the terrorist threat—that may well prove to be erroneous, and quite dangerously
so. For this reason, disengagement is probably politically infeasible; even years after 9/11, few political
leaders would place such a risky bet. For its part, GWOT surge is incredibly difficult to execute even
under ideal conditions. Moreover, the enormous price tag associated with that strategy means that it is
unlikely to have the political endurance necessary to achieve strategic success. The strategy may well
fail, then, and is likely to do so at a prohibitive cost.
That leaves light-footprint and counter-ISIS plus—two options that risk less but also promise less in
return. Of these, the light-footprint may seem attractive to cost-averse politicians, but in fact, it is
probably inferior. For the basic problem with light-footprint is that its recent performance has left a
great deal to be desired. After all, it was when the light-footprint ruled U.S. policy from 2011 to 2014
that ISIS emerged, America’s position in the GWOT eroded alarmingly, and the United States found
itself facing a new threat that—as then-Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel candidly assessed—was
“beyond anything that we’ve seen.” 67 As this record demonstrates, pursuing light-footprint risks falling
into a cycle where the U.S. position deteriorates and the threat increases, and America has to escalate
its intervention—under more adverse circumstances—in order to recover. For this reason, lightfootprint also occupies a weaker political footing than may initially be apparent. It is not clear that the
strategy would survive a replay of the sort of attacks that befell San Bernardino and Orlando in 2015–
2016, in which dozens of Americans were killed by individuals who derived inspiration from ISIS.
The strategy that remains is counter-ISIS plus. This strategy has dangers, most notably that it may
simply produce unsatisfactory results and enduring conflict at a higher price than the light-footprint.
But this approach does at least have a record of operational success when employed aggressively,
under both the Bush administration after 9/11 and the Obama administration following the rise of
ISIS. And so it is not too much of a stretch to think that it could successfully address the most
dangerous parts of the terrorist challenge—safe havens and undisrupted plotting that can lead to highcasualty attacks—if pursued aggressively over time. The resource investments required are not
inconsiderable, but if the current counter-ISIS campaign—which cost roughly $6.2 billion over its first
18 months, and was projected to cost another $7.5 billion for Fiscal Year 2017—is any indication, they
would hardly be unmanageable. 68 Moreover, if neither this nor any approach is likely to elicit truly
superlative performance from local partners on the ground, counter-ISIS plus may at least get them to
do marginally better over a longer period of time—which is crucial to curbing U.S. costs in the longterm—than light-footprint. Finally, in the current climate, and notwithstanding Donald Trump’s
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repeated condemnations of the Obama administration’s strategy for dealing with ISIS, this approach
may be—if only by default—the most politically viable option.
Moving forward, the United States should choose counter-ISIS plus as its counterterrorism strategy.
But it should do so while keeping its expectations limited and its eyes wide open. Counter-ISIS plus
will require great patience and persistence to produce acceptable results, with no guarantee of ultimate
success; it certainly will not bring the war on terror to a decisive conclusion anytime soon. At best, this
strategy will simply allow the United States to limit its insecurity to a tolerable level in an age of
enduring terror.
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